Kart Drive Days
We had our first kart drive days of the semester on the 10th and the 24th! New members had the opportunity to drive the kart on Crimson Racing’s own course “Madjack.” They validated their modifications made to the 2015 kart which included adding new tires and a new drive gear. We are looking forward to making the kart a more reliable vehicle!

CR 20 Updates
CR 20 is almost ready to drive! In October, team members Noah Greer and Christian Austin finished the intake restrictor by machining a mold for the intake and doing a carbon layup on top of the mold. The electrical team finished up the electrical harness and started setup for the ECU and C185. Lastly, the suspension team finished up the rebuild of all four dampers on the car. We are so excited to get CR 20 up and running soon!

John Allen Visits UA
On the 30th John Allen, a sponsor of Crimson Racing, visited UA’s campus. He met with automotive students and showed team members his Mercedes AMG Streetcar. He also took team members to Barber Motorsports Park where he drove them around the track in his Mercedes AMG. Thank you, John Allen, for this amazing experience!

What’s Next?
We are approaching our first CR 20 drive day of the semester on November 7th! Also, team members will be taking CR 20 to a chassis dyno at APR to get the car tuned on November 13th.